Blacksburg Entertainment Center

The design of this building allows a diversified program of activities to promote daily interactions between the university students and the town residents. This center is a place where joyful activities can happen, allowing people to congregate.

A club hall is offered primarily as a room for getting together to enjoy the universal language of music. This room incorporates areas for main gathering and dancing, as well as bars and a technical control booth. This main gathering area of the club hall is conducive to various uses such as lectures, banquets, conferences, exhibitions and receptions. All of these functions can serve to integrate both of the communities in Blacksburg.

Auxiliary gathering rooms are provided as areas where students, professors, and local residents can demonstrate their artistic abilities and talents. Activities in these areas can be separated or joined with the main gathering area.
As a Reception Hall

As a Concert Hall

As a Fair

As a Nightclub
Looking toward Draper Road